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Institute for the Metaphysics of Physics Launches

December 5, 2013

Last month, Principia College founded the Institute for the Metaphysics of Physics with Dr. Laurance Doyle as director.

Activities will begin in early January. “The purpose of the institute is to research, educate, publish, and inspire students,

faculty, staff, and humanity about the revolution going on in physics, particularly in quantum physics,” says Dr. Doyle,

principal investigator and astrophysicist at the SETI Institute in California.
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He goes on to note that, as a school for Christian Scientists, “Principia College is particularly well equipped to participate in

the metaphysics (underlying reality) of these academic discoveries, which Mary Baker Eddy foresaw and discovered.

Principia students should be ground-level participants in a revolution going on in the physics world with respect to

observation, reality, the insubstantiality of matter, and the fundamental role of consciousness in science.”

The institute opens opportunities for student and faculty research, particularly in the area of metaphysics as it relates to

quantum physics. While the institute will be of special interest to math, physics, computer science, and chemistry majors, its

activities will be open to all students. Participating students will have opportunities to engage in ongoing research about

quantum astronomy, among other disciplines, at the SETI Institute as well as other research organizations.

Opportunities like these prepare students especially well for graduate work. “Even one research paper will distinguish an

undergraduate as a serious researcher when applying for graduate school,” Doyle notes. “We want students (and faculty) to

conduct and write about [their] research and field experiences, which is a step up toward graduate school compared to just

reading about other people’s research.”

Doyle’s interest in astronomy began at age six when his father gave him a map of the solar system—he was hooked! A

natural teacher, Doyle was delivering weekly astronomy lessons to a group of neighborhood children at his home by the time

he was 10. Focused on the sciences throughout his education, he earned a BS and MS in astronomy from San Diego State

University and a PhD in physics from the University of Heidelberg.

In addition to astronomical data research about extrasolar planets at SETI and with the NASA Kepler spacecraft program,

Doyle has studied patterns in animal communication, particularly humpback whales, to develop concepts of information

theory useful for identifying communications from outside our solar system. He was one of only three scientists working on

identifying extra-solar system planets 10 years before they were confirmed to exist. In May 2013 he testified before the

Committee on Science, Space, and Technology of the U.S. House of Representatives about “other earths.” He is also known

for his discovery of the first known “Tatooine” planet circling two suns, called a “circumbinary planetary system.”

“Principia College is the natural place to discuss the revolution of ideas in physics due to our fundamental understanding of

metaphysics,” says College provost Dr. Scott Schneberger. “We are especially pleased to welcome such a renowned

astrophysicist as the institute’s director.”
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• Reply •

Steve •  2 days ago
I hope an online course will soon be in the offing.

  2  

• Reply •

Todd Herzer •  a day ago
Doyle made a comment years ago that Principia should become known as the Cal Tech or
MIT of metaphysics. Clearly this moves the institution closer to that vision. But why stop
there? How about transforming the institution into a collection of several institutes offering
metaphysical perspectives on the arts, life sciences, behavioral sciences, etc. Imagine
sponsoring visiting scholars across several disciplines working hand in hand with students
to research and generate new and more enlightened approaches these disciplines. Here's
an opportunity for Principia to lead a new model for the liberal arts in the advancing
spiritual era.
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• Reply •

carolmcfall •  a day ago
Wait a minute wait a minute! I started the conversation yesterday - asking when (if) I would
be able to participate in this fabulous sounding class via the internet. - carolmcfall

  

• Reply •

principiacontent   •  a day agoMod > carolmcfall
PrincipiaWire will announce opportunities to participate. Stay tuned for updates!

 

• Reply •

Rod Carlson •  a day ago
I am totally excited about the Institute for the Metaphysics of Physics. Not only will it
provide much fascinating information and no doubt some breakthrough work extending
far beyond Elsah, but it will help lead the world out of its bondage to material substance
and energy. And, who can do this better than Principia ... no one. Prin has been preparing
for this mission from the first day its bell sang out "school's open."

  

Heather •  a day ago
Stellar!!
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